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'I know I'm not going to have long to live'
Nate Robinson, who played 11 seasons in the NBA, reportedly said he "doesn't have long to live" nearly two years after announcing he's battling kidney failure.
'Every day is a blessing to be alive' »
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Woman denied emergency C-section at Edmonton hospital
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Prince William breaks social media silence after Kate's cancer diagnosis
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'Unfortunately my husband and I are going through a separation'
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'I didn't fire a single shot at them... I can't kill anybody.'
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The Bank of Canada just raised the neutral rate. Why?
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
Best gifts for women in 2024 — 70 gift ideas for wives, girlfriends, mothers & everyone in between
With options from under $25, these are the best gift ideas for Mother's Day, Christmas, birthdays and every celebration in between.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·Yahoo Canada Style
Is it toxic to have a 'goal body'? What you need to know about weight loss and best ways to approach it
Can you love your body and still want to change it? An expert says yes — here's why.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·Yahoo News Canada
Netflix 'What Jennifer Did': Jennifer Pan, the Ontario woman who plotted to kill her parents at 24
The new Netflix documentary What Jennifer Did chronicles the story of the infamous Markham, Ont., murder-for-hire case of Jennifer Pan.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Style·Yahoo Canada Style
I tried $1,441 worth of products from Sephora — here's what I'm re-buying (and skipping) from the spring sale
I have tried thousands of dollars worth of products from Sephora — here's what's actually worth buying during the Sephora spring sale.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
Sick of under eye bags? This retinol eye stick has more than 6,000 5-star reviews — and it's on sale for $20
It'll help reduce dark circles, puffiness and signs of aging.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance Canada
June rate cut 'within the realm of possibilities,' says Macklem, as Bank of Canada holds rate at 5%
The central bank noted that while CPI and core inflation have eased, it is looking for evidence that momentum is sustained.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Yahoo Canada Style
Canadian influencer Sarah Nicole Landry praised for showing 'real bodies' online: 'I need to see images like this'
The 39-year-old shared new side-by-side photos of her her body reminding followers that "confidence is a resistance" to societal pressures.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance Canada
With most Canadians avoiding their finances, here's how to break the cycle of financial shame
More than 60% of Canadians take some sort of measure to avoid dealing with their finances, including postponing financial goals.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
Mother's Day is coming — 11 Sephora value sets to grab during the spring sale
Save up to 30 per cent with the code YAYSAVE while treating her to something exciting.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
Jennifer Lopez, 54, calls this anti-aging serum a 'game-changer' — and it's on sale at Sephora
Sephora Savings Event: Save up to 20 per cent on JLo Beauty products.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·Yahoo Canada Style
Canadians need to be aware of sepsis, an expert says. What to know about signs and causes of septic shock
Most people don't know what sepsis really is, an expert says, but it can have serious consequences.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Yahoo Canada Style
Tracy Moore praised after urging people not to be 'fooled by hustle culture': 'Perspective is everything'
"I think we all have to decide at some point in our lives, what is enough money? What is enough work?," Moore said.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance Canada
Suncor CEO Rich Kruger open to selling Petro-Canada gas station chain
Suncor opted to keep its retail gas station stations in 2022, following pressure to sell from an activist investor.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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News·Yahoo News Canada
2024 solar eclipse: Niagara Falls shades China in Guinness World Record books after 309 people dress up as the sun
While it was a moment of pure joy for many, others used the historic occasion as an opportunity to reflect on those closest to them.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
40 best gifts for men in 2024 for every budget, relationship status and age
Best gift ideas for husbands, boyfriends and everyone else you're celebrating.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
15 best air fryers in 2024 under $50, $100 and $200 — according to thousands of reviews
Best air fryers for every budget in 2024, including fan-favourites like Ninja & Instant Pot from Canadian Tire, Amazon, Walmart & more.
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
Amazon deal: 11 household essentials to stock up on while they're on sale
Save on Tide, Downy, Dawn and more.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
Say goodbye to mosquitoes, mice, spiders and ants with this Amazon pest repeller
Get a pack of four chemical-free plug-ins for under $35.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo News Canada
Who keeps the family pet in a breakup? Legal clinic helps exes navigate 'underdeveloped' law
A legal clinic run by Toronto Metropolitan University law students wants to provide couples going through pet-related disputes with options, especially after the spike in pet ownership over the pandemic.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Style·Yahoo Canada Style
This blouse just went up in sales by more than 50,000% — it's under $30 on Amazon
Amazon shoppers are "really impressed" with this "very flattering" top.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·Yahoo Canada Style
'It was humiliating': Canadian women open up about perimenopause symptoms no one talks about
"I thought I was coming down with some bizarre disease... I felt absolutely ashamed," one woman said.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
Walmart is having a huge sale on patio essentials — take up to 55% off BBQs, loungers and more
Save up to $1,601 on outdoor furniture and BBQs during Walmart's spring sale.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
This Keurig coffee machine is 'perfect' for tiny spaces — and it's $50 off on Amazon
You'll have a fresh brew in minutes, thanks to this speedy coffee maker.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·Yahoo News Canada
'Couple to Throuple' Season 2: Host Scott Evans shares what he would change about reality dating show
Looking back at the first season of Couple to Throuple, host Scott Evans has a wish list of things he'd like to see if there's a Season 2.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·Yahoo News Canada
Ben Mullinkosson's 'The Last Year of Darkness' on Mubi shows 'strength in vulnerability' in Chengdu club scene
Ben Mullinkosson was burnt out working in advertising. He went Chengdu, China and has shared the Funky Town club in The Last Year of Darkness on Mubi.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Style·Yahoo Canada Style
This Anthropologie dress is the perfect spring dress — shoppers call it 'best dress ever'
This "very flattering" maxi dress is one of Anthropologie's bestsellers.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Yahoo Canada Style
'I don't care at all if you shaved or not': Canadian influencer Rini Frey says her husband helped her overcome her body hair insecurity 
"You deserve to be with someone who doesn't make you feel like you need to be perfect all the time or else you're not worth it." Frey said.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
This 'must-have' dryer cleaning kit will help prevent house fires — under $30 on Amazon
It's a small price to pay to protect your home from disaster.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
These 'powerful' wireless earbuds are nearly half off on Amazon — get them for just $40
Reviewers call these "high-quality" earbuds "lightweight" and "powerful."
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
This 4-in-1 vegetable chopper has over 99,000 reviews on Amazon — and it's only $30
Shoppers are "extremely impressed" with this "essential tool."
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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News·Yahoo Finance Canada
Canada plans AI funding boost, but critics warn 'red tape' could harm industry
A funding boost comes as the government seeks to pass the Artificial Intelligence and Data Act, which critics say could cause an innovation chill in the same industry.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
Old Navy is having a massive spring sale — save up to 70%
Old Navy's latest sale is too good to miss. Shop our top 11 picks for unbeatable comfort, style, and savings.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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News·Yahoo News Canada
'Once in a lifetime': The moment the solar eclipse turned Kingston, Ont. dark
Kingston, Ont. was one of the major Canadian cities that witnessed the total solar eclipse, plunging the city into several minutes of darkness
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Style·Yahoo Canada Style
Lululemon's $44 clear belt bag is 'perfect' for concerts, football games & security lines
This water-repellent, clear belt bag will come in handy during mucky weather and outdoor events.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Style·Yahoo Canada Style
Amazon shoppers are 'obsessed' with this sweatshirt dress  — and it's on sale for $23
This sweatshirt dress is "so cute" — and sales are up 200,000 per cent on Amazon Canada.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Canada Style
This Amazon hot dog roller is a must-have for BBQ season — and it's on sale for under $20
This top-selling gadget will ensure your hot dogs are cooked to perfection — no burns in sight.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Yahoo Canada Style
Influencer Rachel Shea DiBease shares heartbreaking tribute to baby after pregnancy loss: 'Every baby and pregnancy deserves to be celebrated'
"The past few months have been both the happiest and the darkest of our entire lives," DiBease said.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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News·Yahoo News Canada
Solar eclipse 2024 in Canada: 'Once in a lifetime' event features stunning photos, disappointment, and a Guinness World Record that topples China
It was surely a day to remember, from stunning photos and videos, to crowds gathering across key cities in Canada to witness the rare celestial event.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Jon Rahm returns to Augusta with perspective, regrets after joining LIV Golf
The defending Masters champion is now on the LIV side of golf, and he has both thoughts and concerns.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Adam Silver: Raptors’ Jontay Porter accused of ‘cardinal sin’ in betting scandal, full ban a possibility
The league is investigating Jontay Porter over several betting irregularities in which player props on him all hit after he left games early.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Inflation comes in hotter than expected in March
March's CPI report is one of the most important data points the Federal Reserve will consider in its next interest rate decision.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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News·Yahoo Sports
Ex-NFL linebacker Terrell Suggs arrested on assault charge in Arizona after incident at Starbucks drive-thru
Suggs is due in court on April 29 for a preliminary hearing.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 

News·Storyful
VideoLily the Rescued Tiger Leaves Oakland Zoo for New Home
A nine-month-old rescued tiger cub that has been living at Oakland Zoo in California departed for her “forever home” on Monday morning, April 8, footage shows.Lily was rescued in March and was named by a public poll.“It’s always bittersweet to say goodbye to rescues (especially those as sweet as Lily), but we are very happy she has a trustworthy and expansive new home, and we are proud to have been able to nurse her back to health over the past one and a half months,” the zoo wrote on social med


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Fantasy Baseball Trade Analyzer: Players to sell high, buy low — and one to go all-in on
April is the perfect time of the season to buy low, sell low, buy high and sell high on key players — but you need to know who fits in what department. Fred Zinkie helps fantasy baseball managers with an initial batch.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Oil will top out at $95 a barrel going into summer months, says BofA analyst
Analysts believe OPEC will step in with spare capacity if prices get too high.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Yahoo Celebrity UK
Why is Amy Winehouse's father Mitch seen as a controversial figure?
Amy Winehouse's father Mitch has been the subject of much scrutiny since the singer's untimely death from alcohol poisoning in 2011 aged 27.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Fantasy Baseball Relief Pitcher Rundown: Every MLB team's updated saves sources
Dalton Del Don gives fantasy baseball managers an updated look at every team's bullpen hierarchy with more than a week of action in the books.
10 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Masters: Brooks Koepka is competing with golf's legends, not its current stars
Koepka has left no doubt about his mindset: His goal is to catch and pass the game's best ever.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·Yahoo Life UK
What is ulcerative colitis? Louise Thompson reveals she has stoma bag
The former Made in Chelsea star says the bag may have ‘saved her life’.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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TodayCloudy with a 52% chance of precipitation. Winds from S to SSE at 6 to 7 mph (10 to 12 kph). The overnight low will be 60 °F (16 °C).26°16°

ThuThunderstorms today with a high of 73 °F (23 °C) and a low of 55 °F (13 °C). There is a 81% chance of precipitation.23°13°

FriShowers today with a high of 64 °F (18 °C) and a low of 48 °F (9 °C). There is a 60% chance of precipitation.18°9°

SatPartly cloudy today with a high of 66 °F (19 °C) and a low of 44 °F (7 °C).19°7°


See more »[image: AccuWeather]
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